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Question Presented

Does the same law govern trust revocations and trust

modifications, so that the settlor must make the trust's

prescribed method of modification explicitly exclusive to

preclude the default alternative (Prob. Code, § 15401, subd.

(a)(2)), or does prescribing any modification method preclude

the default option?
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Necessity for Review

The published Court of Appeal opinion (Opinion) creates

a direct conflict with King v. Lynch (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th

1186, and Pena v. Dey (2019) 39 Cal.App.5th 546. Review is

therefore necessary to secure uniformity of decision. (Rule of

Ct., rule 8.500, subd. (b)(1).)

The conflict concerns the procedures for revoking and

modifying trust agreements, and whether they are

presumptively identical. Probate Code section 15401

supplements a trust’s prescribed method for revocation with a

default statutory method, which may be used unless the

trust’s prescribed method is explicitly exclusive. (§ 15401,

subd. (a)(2).) Section 15402, which governs modifications,

does not authorize a statutory method; it instead provides

that where the trust does not provide otherwise, “the settlor

may modify the trust by the procedure for revocation.” The

question here is whether “the procedure” refers to the trust’s

prescribed procedure, or also includes the statutory method

described in subdivision (a)(2) of the other statute. 

King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th 1186, 1193, observed the

Legislature, in enacting the two sections, “differentiated

between trust revocations and modifications,” showing it “no

longer intended the same rules to apply to both revocation

and modification.”
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Section 15401 [Revocation]

(a) A trust that is revocable by the settlor or any other person
may be revoked in whole or in part by any of the following
methods:

(1) By compliance with any method of revocation provided in
the trust instrument.

(2) By a writing, other than a will, signed by the settlor or any
other person holding the power of revocation and delivered to
the trustee during the lifetime of the settlor or the person
holding the power of revocation. If the trust instrument
explicitly makes the method of revocation provided in the
trust instrument the exclusive method of revocation, the trust
may not be revoked pursuant to this paragraph.

Section 15402 [Modification]

Unless the trust instrument provides otherwise, if a trust is
revocable by the settlor, the settlor may modify the trust by
the procedure for revocation.

Due to the different statutory language, King rejected

the theory that the “Legislature intended the same rules to

apply to trust modification” as to revocation. (King, supra,

204 Cal.App.4th 1186, 1193, fn. 3.) King established that “if

any modification method is specified in the trust, that method

must be used to amend the trust.” (Id. at p. 1193, cited in

Pena, supra, 39 Cal.App.5th 546, 552.) The default statutory

method therefore could revoke but not modify the trust.
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The Opinion instead equated the two actions. “The

method of modification is therefore the same as the method of

revocation . . . unless the trust instrument distinguishes

between revocation and modification.” (Opn. 10.) From the

traditional maxim that “a power of revocation implies the

power of modification,” the Opinion concluded the same

method presumptively governs both functions. “[T]he power of

revocation includes the power of modification, thus an

available method of revocation is also an available method of

modification—unless the trust instrument provides

otherwise.” (Opn. 10-11.)

There are thousands of trusts in California, holding

assets worth billions of dollars. By diverging from extant

precedent, the Opinion has cast doubt upon the procedure for

amending many if not most of them. Whereas King holds that

prescribing a specific method for modification precludes the

statutory alternative (as section 15402 lacks an analogue to

section 15401, subdivision (a)(2)), the Opinion provides the

statutory method remains available unless the prescribed

method for modification is explicitly exclusive (as is the case

for revocation). 

This Court should grant review and resolve the conflict

to provide clarity to lower courts, counsel, and trust settlors.
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Statement of the Case

A. Underlying documents

In 2015, Jeane Bertsch created a trust. (Opn. 2.) The

trust agreement nominated respondent Nancy Thornton as

successor trustee, and prescribed “an acknowledged

instrument in writing to revoke or amend this Agreement.”

(Opn. 2.)

In 2016, Bertsch amended the trust to provide a benefit

to her niece, appellant Brianna Haggerty, and nominated her

as successor trustee. (Opn. 3.) Both Bertsch and a notary

signed this document. (Opn. 3.)

In 2018, Bertsch prepared a (signed but not notarized)

document that revised the beneficiary list and excluded

Haggerty. (Opn. 3.) Bertsch died later that year. (Opn. 3.) 

B. Trial court proceedings

Thornton moved to confirm her appointment as

successor trustee; she contended the 2016 modification had

been revoked but the 2018 modification was valid. (Opn. 3.)

Haggerty’s petition contended the opposite: the 2016

modification was valid but the 2018 modification was not.

(Opn. 3.) The court concluded the 2018 modification was

valid. (Opn. 5.)
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C. The Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal affirmed. (Opn. 13.) It found the

trust agreement “did not distinguish between revocation and

modification,” and the prescribed method (“an acknowledged

instrument”) was not explicitly exclusive. (Opn. 11.) The same

statutory method available under section 15401, subdivision

(a)(2) to revoke the trust agreement therefore was also

available to modify it. (Opn. 11.) The Court of Appeal found

Bertsch complied with this statutory method by signing the

modification and personally delivering to herself as trustee, so

this modification was valid. (Opn. 11-12.) It was this alternate

method that effected valid modification; the Court of Appeal

did not find the modification complied with the method

prescribed by the agreement. 
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Argument

There is a conflict between this published opinion and
extant precedents, which this Court must review and
resolve to secure uniformity of precedent.

The Court of Appeal’s conclusion conflicted with the

precedents of King v. Lynch, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th 1186,

and Pena v. Dey, supra, 39 Cal.App.5th 546. It is undisputed

that where the trust agreement’s prescribed method of

revocation is not explicitly exclusive, the statutory method

described in section 15401, subdivision (a)(2) may validly

revoke the agreement. Section 15402, which governs

modifications, does not authorize any method other than that

authorized by the agreement. “[I]f a trust is revocable by the

settlor, the settlor may modify the trust by the procedure for

revocation.” The disputed question is whether “the procedure

for revocation” indicates the procedure for revocation

prescribed by the trust agreement, or also encompasses the

subdivision (a)(2) method.
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A. The precedents emphasize the difference between
the Section 15401 rule for revocation and the
Section 15402 rule for modification.

The Court of Appeal emphasized the disparate

provisions of section 15401 and 15402 in King, supra, 204

Cal.App.4th 1186. The trust there enabled either spouse to

revoke the trust but required the signature of both to amend

it. (Id. at pp. 1188-1189.) When the wife became incompetent,

the husband unilaterally attempted to amend it. (Id. at p.

1189.) Over a dissent, the King majority found this attempted

amendment was unauthorized. (Id. at p. 1194.)

King recalled the procedures for revocation and

modification were congruent prior to 1986; because the rules

on revocation applied to modification by implication, courts

“applied the rules governing trust revocations to trust

modifications.” (King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1192-

1193.) But the Legislature changed that by enacting sections

15401 and 15402. (Id. at p. 1193.) These code sections

“differentiated between trust revocations and modifications,”

and showed the Legislature “no longer intended the same

rules to apply to both revocation and modification.” (Ibid.) 

Specifically, unless the trust agreement’s method for

revocation was explicitly exclusive, the section 15401,

subdivision (a)(2), default method could validly effect

revocation. (King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1192.) But
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there was no analogue authorizing a statutory method of

modification in section 15402. It simply provides, “Unless the

trust instrument provides otherwise, if a trust is revocable by

the settlor, the settlor may modify the trust by the procedure

for revocation.” King construed this to mean that trust

agreements that were silent regarding the method of

modification could use either the revocation method

prescribed by the trust instrument or by subdivision (a)(2).

(Id. at p. 1192.) But a trust instrument prescribing a method

“provides otherwise”: “[I]f any modification method is

specified in the trust, that method must be used to

amend the trust.” (Id., at p. 1193, emphasis added.)

From the different statutory language governing

revocation (through section 15401) and modification (through

section 15402), King concluded the Legislature did not intend

for the law to treat revocations and modifications identically.

(King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1193, fn. 3.) If the

Legislature had wished for the same rule to govern both

functions, it “could have combined revocation and

modification into one statute.” (Id. at p. 1193.) But it did not.

“[T]he Legislature knew how to limit the exclusivity of a

revocation method provided in a trust and chose not to

impose such a limitation on modifications in section 15402.”

(Id. at p. 1193.) Equating the two provisions despite the
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textual difference would render section 15402 “surplusage.”

(Ibid.)

King thus held different rules governed revocations and

modifications. Unless it was explicitly exclusive, a trust

instrument’s prescribed method of revocation would not

preclude the statutory alternative of section 15401,

subdivision (a)(2), which thus could be used to revoke the

trust. But any prescribed method of modification (even if not

explicitly exclusive) would preclude the statutory alternative.

(King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1193.) 

Pena, supra, 39 Cal.App.5th 546, followed King. The

trust instrument there prescribed the same method for both

revocation and modification, either of which “shall be made

by written instrument signed by the settlor and delivered to

the trustee.” (Id. at p. 549.) The Pena settlor devised

amendments but died before he could sign them. (Ibid.)

Unlike King, the prescribed method for revocation and

modification in Pena was identical, but as in King, that

method for modification was not fulfilled. Pena cited King in

holding that where the trust instrument prescribes a method

for modification, “‘that method must be used to amend the

trust.’” (Pena, at p. 552, quoting King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th

at p. 1193.) Because that method was not fulfilled, the

attempted amendment was invalid. (Pena, at p. 555.) 
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B. The Opinion conflated the presumptive procedures
for revocation and modification.

The Opinion declined to follow King, supra, 204

Cal.App.4th 1186, and Pena, supra, 39 Cal.App.5th 546, and

instead found the King dissent more persuasive. The Opinion

recalled the traditional maxim that “‘a power of revocation

implies the power of modification.’ ” (Opn. 10., citing Cal. Law

Revision Com. com., West's Ann. Prob. Code (2021 ed.) foll. §

15402.) The Opinion distilled from this maxim that the

methods for revocation and modification should be

presumptively identical; the same explicit exclusivity needed

to preclude the statutory method for revocation was also

needed to preclude the statutory method for modification:

“[T]he power of revocation includes the power of modification,

thus an available method of revocation is also an available

method of modification—unless the trust instrument provides

otherwise.” (Opn. 10-11.)

Following the King dissent, the Opinion found the

Legislature enacted section 15401 and 15402 to provide

greater flexibility for settlors. (Opn. 8-9, citing King, supra,

204 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1195-1196 (dis. opn. of Detjen, J.).)

Whereas the prior law precluded an alternative (statutory)

method of revocation if the prescribed method was explicitly

or implicitly exclusive (King, at p. 1191), section 15401
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precluded the statutory method only if the prescribed method

was explicitly exclusive. (Id. at p. 1196 (dis. opn. of Detjen,

J.).) The dissent believed it would further the general purpose

of greater flexibility to require the prescribed method be

explicitly exclusive to bar the statutory method—for both

revocation and modification. “[S]ection 15402 was added, not

to establish a different rule from section 15401, as the

majority asserts . . . but in order to adopt the same flexible

rule for modifications as for revocations . . . ‘[u]nless the trust

instrument provides otherwise.’ ” (Ibid, quoted in Opn. 8-9.)

The Opinion further diverged from King and especially

Pena, supra, 39 Cal.App.5th 546, as to what it meant for a

trust instrument to “provide otherwise.” In both Pena and the

instant case, the revocation and modification method were

identical. Because there was a prescribed modification

method, the Pena court concluded the trust instrument

provided otherwise (from the default statutory method). That

statutory method could apply where there was no prescribed

modification method at all. “[I]f the trust instrument is silent

on modification, the trust may be modified in the same

manner in which it could be revoked, either statutorily or as

provided in the trust instrument. In that case, the trust

instrument does not provide otherwise.” (Pena, at p. 552,

citing King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1192.) But the
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instrument was not silent on modification; it provided a

method (the same one prescribed for revocation). (Id. at p.

549.) Because the “trust instrument does specify how the

trust is to be modified . . . ‘that method must be used to

amend the trust.’ ” (Id. at p. 552, quoting King at p. 1193.) 

The Opinion, however, found that because the

prescribed method for modification was the same as for

revocation, the trust instrument did not provide otherwise.

“Because the trust does not distinguish between revocation

and modification, it does not ‘provide otherwise’ than the

general rule, and under section 15402 the trust may be

modified by any valid method of revocation.” (Opn. 11.)
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C. The Opinion creates a direct conflict with extant
precedent, which this Court must resolve to remove
uncertainty and secure uniformity of precedent.

The Opinion did not declare its holding was in direct

conflict with King and Pena. Though it favored the King

dissent over the majority opinion, it found no “need to

comment on King’s interpretation of its trust document,” or

“whether King was ultimately correctly decided on its facts.”

(Opn 10.) It also found Pena “distinguishable.” (Opn. 12, fn.

2.) But the instant Opinion adopted a rule that conflicts with

that of King and Pena and produces different

outcomes—wherever a trust instrument (as here) prescribes a

modification method but does not establish it as explicitly

exclusive. Under the Opinion, the section 15401, subdivision

(a)(2) method remains available: “Because the method of . . .

modification described in the trust agreement is not explicitly

exclusive . . . the statutory method of revocation was available

under section 15401 [subdivision (a)(2)].” (Opn. 11.) But

under King and Pena, the existence of a prescribed method

(even if not explicitly exclusive), precludes the statutory

alternative: “[I]f any modification method is specified in the

trust, that method must be used to amend the trust.” (King,

supra, 206 Cal.App.4th at p. 1193, emphasis added.) The

Opinion (like the King dissent) cannot coexist with King. This

Court must choose one or the other.
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Conclusion

This case presents a choice between the text-based

position of the King majority, that the disparate substance of

sections 15401 and 15402 warrants a disparate construction

of the rules governing revocation and modification, and the

history-based position of the King dissent, that the

Legislature enacted sections 15401 and 15402 to fulfill the

imperative of greater flexibility for settlors, without regard to

the particular function (revocation or modification) at issue.

The case also presents an internal textual question regarding

section 15402. As it holds “the settlor may modify the trust by

the procedure for revocation,” does “the procedure for

revocation” refer to the procedure prescribed in the trust

instrument, or also to the statutory method provided in

section 15401, subdivision (a)(2)?

Of course, appellant Haggerty would assert the

reference to “the procedure” is in the singular, and thus does

not encompass another procedure, especially as the

Legislature could have added a default procedure like section

15401, subdivision (a)(2) to section 15402 but did not.

Appellant would also note that the textual contrast restricting

modification more than revocation is not an absurd but a

rational position. If a trust is revoked, the corpus will be

distributed according to California’s testacy and probate laws,
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which ensure an improvident revocation does not effect a

substantial injustice. By contrast, there is no such backstop

for improvident modification.

But the more immediate point is that King and the

Opinion (like the King majority and the King dissent) are in

conflict, and will lead to different outcomes in many if not

most cases. This Court should grant review to resolve the

conflict between the published opinions and provide

uniformity of precedent.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: October 26, 2021

_______________________

Mitchell Keiter
Counsel for Appellant 
Brianna McKee Haggerty
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